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ABSTRACT 

Facility location models are well established in various application areas with more than a century of history in 

academia. Since the 1970s the trend has been shifting from manufacturing to service industries. Due to their nature, 

service industries are frequently located in or near urban areas which results in additional assumptions, objectives 

and constraints other than those in more traditional manufacturing location models. This survey focuses on the 

location of service facilities in urban areas. We studied 110 research papers across different journals and disciplines. 

We have analyzed these papers on two levels. On the first, we take an Operations Research perspective to investigate 

the papers in terms of types of decisions, location space, main assumptions, input parameters, objective functions 

and constraints. On the second level, we compare and contrast the papers in each of these applications categories: a) 

Waste management systems (WMS), b) Large-scale disaster (LSD), c) Small-scale emergency (SSE), d) General 

service and infrastructure (GSI), e) Non-emergency healthcare systems (NEH) and f) Transportation systems and 

their infrastructure (TSI). Each of these categories is critically analyzed in terms of application, assumptions, decision 

variables, input parameters, constraints, objective functions and solution techniques. Gaps, research opportunities 

and trends are identified within each category. Finally, some general lessons learned based on the practicality of the 

models is synthesized to suggest avenues of future research.  

 

Keywords: Location; Service Facility; Urban Areas; Operational Research; Modeling.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Facility location, location analysis, location theory, locational decisions and siting are terms used interchangeably 

for the same purpose. They address a well-known classic problem referring to the placement of at least one facility 

(e.g., a resource or server) among several existing facilities (e.g., demand points) to serve them (Farahani & 

Hekmatfar 2009). Facility location is one of the very first and prominent strategic decisions that has a profound effect 

on tactical and operational decisions in any organization. It has applications in various areas such as industry, 

services, politics, business and economics, to name just a few. Facilities can be anything which needs to be located 

such as hospitals, fire stations, bus stops, train stations, truck terminals, fuel stations, blood banking centers, retail 

outlets, urban districts, libraries, parks, post offices, airports and waste disposal sites (Daskin 2008). 

Facility Location Problems (FLPs) are mainly solved by using various quantitative and qualitative techniques 
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from operations research (OR), management science and operations management. Depending on the nature of the 

facility to be located, various objective functions may be considered. Among them minimizing travel distance, 

maximizing service level, minimizing waiting time, maximizing coverage, minimizing transportation costs or 

avoiding placement next to hazardous facilities are the most popular.  

Some scholars believe facility location can be traced back to Pierre de Fermat, Evangelista Torricelli (1608-1647) 

and Bonaventura Francesco Cavalieri (1598-1647) who independently proposed (and some say solved) the basic 

Euclidean spatial median problem early in seventeenth century (Drezner & Hamacher 2002, Farahani & Hekmatfar 

2009). Research studies on facility location formally date back to 1909 when Alfred Weber considered the location 

of a warehouse with the objective of minimizing the total travel distance between the warehouse and its customers 

(Weber 1909). An important turning point for FLPs was in 1964 when Hakimi (1964) attempted to locate (a) 

switching centers in a communication network and (b) police stations on highways. Hakimi (1964) promoted location 

theory by proving several important basic theorems, especially in network space and for Median and Centre problems. 

Facilities in location problems are characterized over a wide spectrum from manufacturing facilities at one end to 

service facilities at the other end. It is difficult to find a pure service or manufacturing facility. In other words, most 

of the products offered by organizations are a mix of services (intangible products) and goods (tangible products). 

However, if the share of service in the delivered product is significantly higher than the good itself, we can call it a 

service facility. Restaurants and retailers are examples of service organizations that deliver something tangible while 

banks, insurance companies and schools are examples of service organizations. 

The majority of the research studies published before the 1970s focused on either manufacturing facilities or the 

movement of tangible goods. However, readers interested in facility location problems may refer to the following 

references to learn that this area has a rich OR-oriented literature: Handler & Mirchandani (1979), Love et al. (1988), 

Mirchandani & Francis (1989), Francis et al. (2015), Daskin (1995), Drezner (1995), Owen & Daskin (1998), Plastria 

(2001), Drezner & Hamacher (2002), Hale & Moberg (2003), Nickel & Puerto (2005), Klose & Drexl (2005), Snyder 

(2006), Boffey et al. (2007), Şahin & Süral (2007), Alumur & Kara (2008), Melo et al. (2009), Church & Murray 

(2009), Farahani & Hekmatfar (2009), Farahani et al. (2010), Arabani & Farahani (2012), Campbell and O’Kelly 

(2012), Farahani et al. (2013a), Farahani et al. (2014) and Farahani et al. (2015). Some of the earliest turning points 

in this trend were the publication of Toregas et al. (1971) and Church & Revelle (1974) that introduced real-life 

applications of facility location in emergency departments. In fact, at least two aspects of their work distinguished 

them from previous publications: (1) the application to a fire department which is a service facility and (2) the 

application in urban areas which was different from the common industrial areas at that time.  

This paper follows this trend with a particular focus on service facilities that are operating in “urban” areas. We 

are interested in the “service” or tertiary sector since in relation to enterprise turn-over and gross domestic product 

(GDP) of nations, service industries are playing an increasingly more important role than their manufacturing 

counterparts, especially in developed countries. For example, in 2012 service industries contributed to producing 

79.7% of the GDP of the United States while the rest came from the agriculture and manufacturing industries. 

Services’ share of the GDP of the UK, France, the US, Japan and Germany were 79.6%, 79%, 77.6%, 72.2% and 

69.1% respectively (CIA World Fact-book, 2015). We highlight urban areas since according to our survey, unlike 

manufacturing facilities, the majority of service facilities are located within urban areas.  

Urbanization, considered to be the process of people migrating from rural to urban areas, is a common 

phenomenon in developed and developing countries. Interested readers may refer to Knox & McCarthy (2012) to 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operations_research
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learn about the basics of this field. There are positive and negative effects in urbanization. Some of the positive 

effects can be employment opportunities, quality of educational systems and access to health services. There are also 

negative effects associated with urbanization such as air, water and noise pollution, waste-disposal, high energy 

consumption (Jones 1991, Sadorsky 2013), traffic congestion, high population density, lack of infrastructure, 

housing provision, slum development (Vij 2012) and crime. The service facilities located in urban areas play an 

important role in all the above-mentioned causes. From the literature we identify some unexplored gaps in the urban 

service facility location (USFL) area compared with manufacturing facilities. Cities have become a significant 

contributor to the quality of life of individuals as well as to the overall economy. Currently, more than half of the 

world’s population live in urban areas and about 1.3 million people are added to cities every week; this rate is 3 

million people per week in developing countries (World Urbanization Prospects, 2014). With this trend, it is 

estimated that by the year 2050, about 66 percent of world’s population will be living in an urban environment (World 

Urbanization Prospects, 2014). This rapid growth rate in urbanization has resulted in a growing demand for different 

services in cities. Cities generate 80 percent of the global GDP (Dobbs et al. 2011). As the engine of economies, 

cities must have an efficient transportation system to facilitate ease of mobility and avoid time, productivity, fuel and 

pollution costs. According to the American Society of Civil Engineers in 2013, the estimated annual costs of wasted 

time and fuel due to traffic congestion in the US is about $101 billion (ASCE Report Card for America’s 

Infrastructure 2013). Cities must have sufficient capacity for an increase in residence and the necessary infrastructures 

to provide required services such as education, healthcare, entertainment and emergency facilities. These facilities 

must provide acceptable levels of quality and appropriate costs by considering major concerns such as maximizing 

service and coverage and minimizing traffic congestion and waiting times.  

This paper is motivated by the significance of the USFL. In particular, we intend to elaborate on the types of 

decisions, location models, objective functions and constraints when focusing on the location of service facilities in 

the current literature with the aim of providing a general framework of problems for both practitioners and scholars, 

as well as identifying gaps, current trends and providing future research directions.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in section 2 the research method and scope used in this survey is 

explained. Sections 3 to 8 analyze the papers that fall within the scope of this research in terms of type of decisions, 

location space, main assumptions, input parameters, objective functions and constraints. Section 9 introduces real-

life applications in each of applications in USFL models. Section 10 concludes the paper by introducing areas for 

further research on the USFL.  

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD AND SCOPE 

In this section, we describe our research method, the scope of our search and various applications of USFL models 

observed in the literature. 

 

2.1. Research method 

In order to describe the research method, we follow the procedure of Saunders et al. (2012) as depicted in Figure 1. 

We analyzed the previous research and then put forward a clear picture of classifications, assumptions, decisions and 

under-investigated areas for future research directions. Therefore, we took a realistic perspective combined with a 

pragmatic viewpoint. The research procedure is inductive as we took a bottom-up approach and focused on studying 

peer-reviewed research publications to identify the gaps and future trends in the field. 
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Figure 1: Research method based on research onion terminology introduced by Saunders et al. (2012). 

 

Our methodology is mono qualitative and surveying to find the desired research works in SCOPUS (the largest 

abstract and citation database of peer-reviewed literature) as well as GoogleScholar with the following search 

strategies:  

 SCOPUS: Title, abstract and keywords of journal papers published until 31 December 2017 are searched for with 

a combination of the following keywords: “Facility location” along with “Urban”, “City”, “Region”, “Regional”, 

“Municipal”, “Municipality” and “Area”.  

 GoogleScholar: We searched Google Scholar to double check not only the papers published in recent years but 

also those published in other journals not listed in SCOPUS as well as recent papers published in established 

journals but not yet listed in SCOPUS. 

 

2.2. Scope 

 The survey includes papers that focus on facility location. There will be some papers focusing on other joint 

decisions such as vehicle routing problem (VRP), allocation and transportation, however facility location decisions 

comprise the core of this survey. 

 We have only considered those papers that have used operations research techniques as either the modeling tool 

or the solution technique. 

 The survey specifically considers real-life applications of facility location problems in urban areas. Therefore, we 

only considered the papers that explicitly highlight specific applications rather than just solving a general problem 

theoretically. Note that, there are some papers, such as Albareda-Sambola et al. (2009) that do not explicitly discuss 

an urban perspective, however, they can be implemented for urban service facility location. We have not included 

such papers so that we make sure only explicitly application-oriented OR research is included. Moreover, this 

strategy will limit the number of papers in the scope of the research so that the authors will be able to analyze all 

the papers on a micro level. 

 We did not limit the search to a specific period. However, the results show that the area has drawn significant 

attention since the early 1970s and reached maturity from 2003 onward. 
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Figure 2: Top 20 journals in terms of frequency of the papers relevant to the USFL. 

 

 

Figure 3: Three-Year Moving Average of the Count of the Papers. 

 The research focuses on peer-reviewed journal papers rather than books, book chapters or conference papers. 

Initally, we did not limit our search to any specific journals. In the following step, in order to ensure the quality of 

the investigated papers, we only admitted the papers that are either in the Academic Journal Guide (AJG) 2018 

Chartered Association of Business Schools or the Australian Business Deans Council (ABDC) 2018 journal quality 

list. Interestingly, the relevant shortlisted papers are mostly from OR journals, where the European Journal of 

Operational Research (EJOR) heads the list. Figure 2 shows the top 20 journals in terms of frequency of the papers 

we have found relevant to the USFL. 

 Given the abovementioned criteria, we identified a total of 110 papers. Table 1 shows these papers and are 

organized into six categories; each of these categories will be briefly explained in the subsection below. The 

categories in Table 1 are sorted in terms of the frequency of the papers from highest to lowest. To make subsequent 

report generation easier, we have assigned a code to each paper. 
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Table 1. Coded references for the main applications. 

Code 
Waste management system 

(17 papers) 
Code 

Small-scale emergency 

(18 papers) 
Code 

Transportation  

(19 papers) 

[WMS1] Khan (1987) [SSE1] Berlin & Liebman (1974) [TSI1] Jarvis et al. (1978) 

[WMS2] Giannikos (1998) [SSE2] Aly & White (1978) [TSI2] Hamacher et al. (2002) 

[WMS3] Killmer et al. (2001) [SSE3] Fitzsimmons & Srikar (1982) [TSI3] Murray (2003) 

[WMS4] Rakas et al. (2004) [SSE4] Marianov & ReVelle (1996) [TSI4] Skriver & Andersen (2003) 

[WMS5] Alumur & Kara (2007) [SSE5] Gendreau et al. (1997) [TSI5] Farhan & Murray (2006) 

[WMS6] Caballero et al. (2007) [SSE6] Badri et al. (1998) [TSI6] Horner & Groves (2007) 

[WMS7] Eiselt (2007) [SSE7] Gendreau et al. (2006) [TSI7] Farhan & Murray (2008) 

[WMS8] Boffey et al. (2008) [SSE8] Araz et al. (2007) [TSI8] Geroliminis et al. (2009) 

[WMS9] Erkut et al. (2008a) [SSE9] Yang et al. (2007) [TSI9] Wang & Wang (2010) 

[WMS10] Cruz-Rivera & Ertel (2009) [SSE10] Cheu et al. (2008) [TSI10] Geroliminis et al. (2011) 

[WMS11] Mitropoulos et al. (2009) [SSE11] Erkut et al.(2008b) [TSI11] Tu et al. (2016) 

[WMS12] Mar-Ortiz et al. (2011) [SSE12] Ingolfsson et al. (2008) [TSI12] Ghamami et al., (2016) 

[WMS13] Coutinho-Rodrigues et al. (2012) [SSE13] Rajagopalan et al. (2008) [TSI13] He et al. (2016) 

[WMS14] Toso & Alem (2014) [SSE14] Geroliminis et al. (2009) [TSI14] Hong & Kuby (2016) 

[WMS15] Asefi et al. (2015) [SSE15] Hsia et al. (2009) [TSI15] Huang et al. (2016) 

[WMS16] Hu et al. (2017) [SSE16] Curtin et al. (2010) [TSI16] Gupta & Basak (2017) 

[WMS17] Olapiriyakul (2017) [SSE17] Geroliminis et al. (2011) [TSI17] He et al. (2017) 

Large-scale disaster  

(22 papers) 
[SSE18] Berman et al. (2013) [TSI18] Mohammed & Wang (2017) 

[LSD1] Current & O'Kelly (1992) 
General service and infrastructure  

(22 papers) 
[TSI19] Teye et al. (2017) 

[LSD2] O'Kelly & Murray (2004) [GSI1] Cohon et al. (1980) 
Non-emergency healthcare 

(12 papers) 

[LSD3] Chang et al. (2007) [GSI2] Greenhut & Mai (1980) [NEH1] Calvo & Marks (1973) 

[LSD4] Jia et al. (2007a) [GSI3] Murray & Gerrard (1997) [NEH2] Love & Trebbi (1973) 

[LSD5] Jia et al. (2007b) [GSI4] Bruns et al. (2000) [NEH3] Tien et al. (1983) 

[LSD6]  Lee et al. (2009) [GSI5] Johnson (2003) [NEH4] Galvao et al. (2002) 

[LSD7] Huang et al. (2010) [GSI6] 
Melachrinoudis & Xanthopulos 

(2003) 
[NEH5] Johnson et al. (2005) 

[LSD8] Görmez et al. (2011) [GSI7] Suzuki & Hodgson (2003) [NEH6] Galvão et al. (2006) 

[LSD9] Lin et al. (2012) [GSI8] Wang et al. (2003) [NEH7] Doerner et al. (2007) 

[LSD10] Murali et al. (2012) [GSI9] Wu & Lin (2003) [NEH8] Syam & Côté (2010) 

[LSD11] Yushimito et al. (2012) [GSI10] Pizzolato et al. (2004) [NEH9] Mestre et al. (2012) 

[LSD12] An et al. (2013) [GSI11] Johnson (2006) [NEH10] Beliën et al. (2013) 

[LSD13] Lu & Sheu (2013) [GSI12] Teixeira & Antunes (2008) [NEH11] Guerriero et al. (2016) 

[LSD14] Salman & Gul (2014) [GSI13] Aldajani & Alfares (2009) [NEH12] Ratick et al. (2016) 

[LSD15] Hu et al. (2015) [GSI14] Lee & Xiao (2009) 

  

[LSD16] Wei & Murray (2015) [GSI15] Koçak (2010) 

[LSD17] Charles et al. (2016) [GSI16] Tuzun Aksu & Ocak (2012) 

[LSD18] Moreno et al. (2016) [GSI17] Kose & Karabay (2016) 

[LSD19] Oǧuz et al. (2016) [GSI18] Pelegrín et al. (2016) 

[LSD20] Paul & MacDonald (2016) [GSI19] Tian et al. (2016) 

[LSD21] Baskaya et al. (2017) [GSI20] Zhang et al. (2016) 

[LSD22] Chowdhury et al. (2017) 
[GSI21] North & Miller (2017) 

[GSI22] Yan et al. (2017) 

 

2.3. Observing USFL Applications in the Literature 

When it comes to the application of USFL models, our observation shows that the existing papers in the scope of this 

survery fall within six categories. Therefore, before analyzing the literature in the field from an OR perspective, we 

provide a brief explanation for each applied category as follows: 

Waste management systems (WMS): WMS relates to any activity related to collection, transportation, 

treatment, recycling, incineration and disposal of waste in alignment with rules and regulations. Looking at the trend 

in the papers in this category, we learn that since the late 1980s this area has always been important in the literature 

and we predict that this trend will continue in future as well.  

Large-scale disasters (LSD): Some facilities are located in urban areas to serve in case of disasters. Disasters 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waste
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can be natural or caused by humans. Man-made disasters are caused by either inadvertent human error or terrorist 

attacks. Disasters are managed through a disaster management cycle (DMC) that consists of four phases: Mitigation, 

Preparation, Response and Recovery (Van Wassenhove 2006; Altay & Green III 2006; Gupta et al. 2016). Of course 

the FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Agency) and the US DHS (Department of Homeland Security) replaced 

Preparation with Prevention and Protection (National Preparedness Goal 2015). 

Small-scale emergency (SSE): SSEs are similar to LSDs in terms of facing emergency situations. Their main 

differences are their magnitude and frequency. In other words, SSEs are more frequent but with a smaller magnitude 

than LSDs. Their higher frequency makes them difficult to manage while providing ample historical data to analyze. 

Although the magnitude of SSEs is lower than that of LSDs, we cannot ensure their incurred cost is lower because 

of their frequency; therefore, both categories are highly important in practice.  

General services and infrastructure (GSI): Public or private service facilities in areas such as banking, 

education (school, pre-school and primary school), postal services, shopping centers, computer services (e.g. DSL 

and authentic network), utilities (e.g. power plants) and housing (e.g. real estate) fall within this category. These 

facilities can take the form of small, medium or large-sized individual or network organizations.  

Non-emergency healthcare systems (NEH): We have dedicated a category to non-emergency health systems 

because of their popularity and the existence of a significant number of papers in the area. In fact, the number of 

papers related to health is more than what we see in the NEH category. In this category, we only investigate non-

emergency facilities and other related emergency facilities (e.g. accident and emergency) are covered under SSE. 

Another reason for paying special attention to this category is its increasing trend over time. While most of the papers 

in this area are related to general and professional hospitals, some other facilities within this category, such as senior 

citizen centers or retirement homes are becoming important due to an aging population. 

Transportation systems’ infrastructure (TSI): Transportation modes include land (roads and train), water 

(ships and boats), air (airplanes) and pipes (such as oil and gas). In urban areas, the land transportation mode is more 

prevalent than the others. When it comes to the air transportation mode, their fixed entities such as airports sometimes 

fall within urban areas. Canals are also a part of water transportation modes that are used in some urban areas. 

Transportation systems consist of three main components: (1) fixed entities (e.g. roads, airports, pipelines and bus 

stops), (2) moving entities (e.g. airplanes, trains, oil, gas and buses), and (3) control systems installed in either fixed 

or moving entities. In terms of facility location in urban areas, it seems that locating fixed entities such as bus stops 

and airports have more applications than the others. 

 

3. TYPE OF DECISIONS, LOCATION SPACE AND MAIN ASSUMPTIONS 

In this section, according to Table 2, we first discuss the commonalities observed in various applications of USFL 

models related to the types of decisions, location space and main assumptions. Then, we highlight the factors that 

differentiate these applications.  

 

3.1. Type of decisions 

According to the scope of the research, we only focus on the location decisions in USFL models. However, there are 

some applied research studies in which other joint decisions, namely, allocation and routing, are also made. The trend 

in making joint decisions has increased over time. This is quite sensible both practically and from an OR point of 

view since joint decisions result in higher cost savings than hierarchically made decisions. Interestingly, the majority 
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of OR-based USFL applications focus on location-allocation – which is a joint decision – rather than pure locational 

decisions. Subsequently, pure location and location-routing decisions have been considered in the literature. The 

superiority in the number of papers in location-allocation over pure locational decisions is more significant in WMS, 

LSD, SSE and NEH than GSI and TSI. 

 

Application-specific decisions 

Generally, in all of the application areas, the most popular decision is location-allocation. Except in WMS, in all 

other areas, after location-allocation decision, location and location-routing decisions are prevalent, respectively. 

Only in WMS, location decision appears as the least popular decision. 

WMS: We observe that the number of papers considering single and multiple facility types are almost the same. 

Moreover, there is no paper considering continuous space. Practically, after making some strategic decisions on 

WMS facilities, other tactical and operational decisions need to be made. Critically, we believe that while routing 

and allocation decisions have already been explored, other tactical and operational decisions such as inventory, 

transportation, fleet-sizing and relocation can also be made concurrently which could be an area of focus in future 

research. 

LSD: The trend in studies reveals the continuous popularity of location-allocation formulations. In the early 

2000s, a greater number of studies tended to focus on location problems and since 2010 the number of location-

allocation formulations has increased while location problems have lost momentum. The majority of the LSD papers 

investigate location-allocation and only a few focus on location-routing. This pattern is sensible because location-

routing is more required in the response phase of a disaster when there is not much time for modeling and 

optimization. On the other hand, location-allocation is also required in all other phases and particularly in preparation 

and mitigation (the recovery phase is not urgent in terms of time limit). We believe future research should (1) link 

the location decisions with the phases in DMC; (2) be more disaster specific than generic; and (3) ideally, should 

integrate pre-disaster phases (mitigation and preparedness) and post-disaster phases (response and recovery). 

SSE: We observe that there is no paper on location-routing decision. Moreover, over time, the trend shows most 

research papers have shifted from location-allocation decision to location only. Considering the nature of SSE 

facilities (e.g. ambulances and fire stations), it is reasonable that for frequent emergencies, response time is very 

important. On the other hand, there should be a balance among workloads of serving facilities so that they are not 

occupied when needed. However, it seems there are other possible joint decisions that have been neglected in the 

literature. For example, models such as location-routing, location-inventory and location-relocation (for mobile 

facilities) can also be considered in further research. 

GSI: Since GSI covers a wide range of service facilities and, unlike the previous categories, there is no 

significant difference between the share of papers on location and location-allocation. Chronologically, in the late 

1990s and early 2000s most of the papers focused on locating general services and infrastructures but recently 

location-allocation models have become more popular. It is surprising that with this wide range of applications there 

is only one joint decision other than location-allocation (i.e. on location routing). For example, there is no paper 

focusing on location-routing problems. Location-routing is applied to systems in which several facilities are involved 

in distribution or collection. For example, if we consider the application of retail chains then location-routing could 

result in huge savings in the system when opening a new branch. As another example, bus services collect students 

and drop them off at schools every day. This problem has already been studied in the context of VRP but locational 
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decisions can also be added to achieve additional cost savings in finding the location of garages and bus stops. Note 

that allocation is a strategic decision but routing is a tactical or operational decision. We can make routing decisions 

if we have information about the day-to-day operations. This shows there are some gaps in the application that can 

provide us with some future research directions. The majority of GSI facilities are public or governmental with 

concerns about not only economic aspects (e.g. cost and profit) but also social factors such as accessibility, coverage, 

fairness and equity.  GSI facilities are either individual entities (not chain facilities) or managed individually; e.g. 

schools in a council are public facilities which are not linked to each other.  

NEH: Since NEH facilities provide health services to the public, their accessibility from residential areas is very 

important. The most popular strategy is “allocating” to ensure the accessibility of each district to at least one NEH 

facility. That is why we observe that most NEH papers address location-allocation problems rather than only the 

locational decision. But facility location is also popular in this area. Location-routing is used in one application where 

a series of users are supposed to be served by mobile facilities which then have to return to a central base (called 

depot in the classic literature of VRP). We expect to see more papers on location-routing in the future.  

TSI: Location and location-allocation problems are almost of equal importance in TSI models. When locating a 

private facility, e.g. to minimize total cost, location models are more appropriate. But when we intend to locate public 

facilities to serve people in an urban area then location-allocation is a better option for TSI facilities. We found that 

few location-routing papers have been investigated. Some location-routing applications can still be investigated in 

this category. For example, bus stops are good examples of location-routing when (i) we locate bus stops and (ii) 

determine their sequence to be visited by buses that depart from the main terminal and collect or drop off passengers. 

Some other similar applications can be developed for TSI in urban areas. Considering the nature of transportation 

systems, it is expected that more studies will focus on location-routing issues in future research. 

 

3.2. Assumptions on location space and nature of facilities 

From Table 2, we observe that for all USFL applications, the number of papers that consider multiple facility location 

models are much higher than single facility models. This seems rational because in all these applications we usually 

deal with more than one facility. This trend will also continue in the future. But surprisingly, in majority of the 

applications, all facilities are of the same type (single-type facilities) and this does not reflect the reality. Perhaps the 

reason is that – unlike what is demanded in practice– considering multiple type facilities makes the problem much 

more difficult in terms of complexity, solution techniques and run times. Differences between facilities in type is a 

technological reality and they can also be different in their capacities. However, we expect to see more multiple-type 

facility location models in the USFL in the future to bridge this gap between theory and practice. The only exception 

is NEH in which multiple type facilities have been widely studied.  

Another observation in terms of location space is that majority of the papers consider a discrete location space. 

This seems reasonable because, in reality, we normally deal with discrete locations as we are not allowed to locate a 

facility anywhere in the urban area and discrete models ensure that barriers are avoided. Another reason for this 

observation is that discrete problems seem to be easier to formulate. Some papers consider location on a network. 

Network problems are also important and need to receive more attention since in urban areas the majority of facilities 

are located on connecting roads and are actually network problems. Rarely do papers consider location in a 

continuous space. Even in some applications such as NEH, WMS and SSE, there is no paper on a continuous plane. 

In, LSD, TSI and GSI there are some papers on continuous location space. Since we study the problem in urban areas 
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we should expect the continuous plane to be investigated less unless it is used as an approximation tool or it is of the 

type of facility location with barriers. However, we believe that in large cities, considering continuous space may 

provide a useful approximation which is neglected in the literature. Moreover, while discrete space is easy to 

formulate it is not necessarily easy to solve in terms of computational efforts. Note that discrete and continuous 

spaces are both approximation approaches because (i) in discrete spaces we cannot make a list of many potential 

points; even if we do so, such a problem cannot be solved computationally; (ii) in continuous spaces barrier regions 

should be avoided. Therefore, considering continuous space as a possible approach can be tested. 

Overall, it seems in those facilities mainly controlled by local authorities and governments (e.g. WMS), covering 

a fairly wide region with a single facility is impossible; multiple facilities are more appropriate in these areas. For 

large private organizations such as supermarket chains, multiple facilities should be considered; otherwise, single 

facility location is more appropriate. Note that, sometimes, organizations prefer to solve a districting problem first to 

partition an urban area into several regions and then solve a single facility location problem in each region. In this 

case, they are somehow converting a multiple facilities location problem into several single facility location ones.  

We observe that USFL models in the areas related to health and emergency are more mature than the others. For 

example, facility location area in LSD problems include studies in all three categories of discrete, network and 

continuous space. As another example, in SSE, instead of having a facility with a large capacity, planners tend to 

locate multiple facilities with smaller capacities to ensure response times in emergency situations. However, the NEH 

area is more mature than previously studied areas in terms of location space because (1) the majority of the papers in 

the area consider multi-type facilities rather than single type, (2) most of the papers consider multi-facility models 

rather than a single facility, and (3) discrete and network facility location models have been more or less investigated. 

Perhaps the reason is that NEH facilities have a bigger impact both economically and socially when compared with 

most of the other areas. We believe this trend will continue in the future. 
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Table 2. Type of decisions, location space and main assumptions for various applications of USFL models. 
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1987 [WMS1]          

1998 [WMS2]           

2001 [WMS3]         

2004 [WMS4]          

2007 

[WMS5]          

[WMS6]          

[WMS7]           

2008 
[WMS8]          

[WMS9]          

2009 
[WMS10]          

[WMS11]         

2011 [WMS12]         

2012 [WMS13]         

2014 [WMS14]          

2015 [WMS15]         

2017 
[WMS16]          

[WMS17]          

% WMS papers 24 41 35 47 53 6 94 94 0 18 

1992 [LSD1]           

2004 [LSD2]          

2007 

[LSD3]          

[LSD4]           

[LSD5]          

2009 [LSD6]         

2010 [LSD7]          

2011 [LSD8]          

2012 

[LSD9]          

[LSD10]         

[LSD11]          

2013 
[LSD12]          

[LSD13]         

2014 [LSD14]          

2015 
[LSD15]          

[LSD16]           

2016 

[LSD17]          

[LSD18]          

[LSD19]          

[LSD20]          

2017 
[LSD21]          

[LSD22]           

% LSD papers 23 73 5 55 55 5 91 86 9 14 

1974 [SSE1]          

1978 [SSE2]          

1982 [SSE3]          

1996 [SSE4]          

1997 [SSE5]           

1998 [SSE6]          

2006 [SSE7]          

2007 
[SSE8]          

[SSE9]          

2008 

[SSE10]          

[SSE11]          

[SSE12]          

[SSE13]         

2009 
[SSE14]          

[SSE15]           

2010 [SSE16]          

2011 [SSE17]          

2013 [SSE18]           

Year Code 

Type of decisions 
Type of 
facilities 

No. of 
facilities 

Type of 
space 
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% SSE papers 50 50 0 89 11 6 94 72 0 44 

1980 
[GSI1]           

[GSI2]           

1997 [GSI3]          

2000 [GSI4]         

2003 

[GSI5]          

[GSI6]          

[GSI7]         

[GSI8]          

[GSI9]           

2004 [GSI10]          

2006 [GSI11]          

2008 [GSI12]          

2009 
[GSI13]          

[GSI14]          

2010 [GSI15]          

2012 [GSI16]         

2016 

[GSI17]          

[GSI18]          

[GSI19]          

[GSI20]          

2017 
[GSI21]          

[GSI22]           
% GSI papers 41 59 5 73 27 14 86 82 14 9 

1973 
[NEH1]           

[NEH2]          

1983 [NEH3]          

2002 [NEH4]          

2005 [NEH5]          

2006 [NEH6]          

2007 [NEH7]          

2010 [NEH8]          

2012 [NEH9]          

2013 [NEH10]          

2016 
[NEH11]         

[NEH12]          

% NEH papers 42 50 8 25 75 8 92 100 0 17 

1978 [TSI1]          

2002 [TSI2]           

2003 
[TSI3]          

[TSI4]           

2006 [TSI5]         

2007 [TSI6]          

2008 [TSI7]          

2009 [TSI8]           

2010 [TSI9]          

2011 [TSI10]           

2016 

[TSI11]          

[TSI12]          

[TSI13]          

[TSI14]           

[TSI15]         

2017 

[TSI16]         

[TSI17]         

[TSI18]         

[TSI19]         

% TSI papers 42 47 16 95 5 11 89 74 5 32 

% TOTAL 36 55 11 66 35 8 92 84 5 22 

 

4. MAIN INPUT PARAMETERS AND THEIR NATURE 

In this section, according to Table 3, first we provide a description of the commonalities we observed in various 

applications of USFL models related to the main input parameters. Then, we highlight the observations that 
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differentiate these applications. 

 

4.1. Input parameters 

Referring to the core of the basic facility location models, the usual input data required in these problems are the 

number and location of existing facilities, potential locations of new facilities, the number of facilities to be located, 

costs of locating and serving (i.e. fixed costs of opening, operation or transportation), capacity (or maximum capacity) 

of new facilities to be located, distance (between new facilities and also demand nodes), response time, service level. 

The potential location of facilities is used as input in around 50% of the papers. However, the popularity of 

technologies such as GPS (global positioning system) and Maps (particularly Geographic Information Systems) leads 

us to believe that in real-world applications potential locations tend to be known more often. 

 

Application-specific parameters 

WMS: There are some inputs that are not commonly used. Quantity of waste disposed in landfills, types of waste 

materials, treatment technologies and the budget available for opening and operating facilities are examples of these 

parameters which are application dependent.  

LSD: The inputs in LSD models are of practical nature: priorities of demand points and minimum number of 

facilities at specific demand points to ensure coverage. Critically, we observe the less common inputs are probability 

of natural disaster, probability of facility disruption, attributes of evacuation vehicles (such as their number, travel 

speed, capacity and response time for each demand region) and available budget. Unlike in the past, we believe these 

are important input parameters that need to be considered in future research. 

SSE: Some papers in the area have used some specific inputs in their formulations. Among these inputs are 

maximum and minimum deviations from the goals, maximum number of facilities simultaneously utilized, delay 

times, average service rates, reliability level, the probability of unavailability of facilities and preference for locations 

for locating facilities. It seems these parameters are related to some constraints that try to ensure people living in 

various districts receive a minimum service in emergency situations. Moreover, terms such as reliability and service 

level reflect the probabilistic nature of some data and the existence of historical data because of the frequent nature 

of these emergencies. We predict this trend will continue in future research. 

GSI: In addition to the abovementioned parameters, some other inputs are used in GSI. They are age of facilities, 

minimum age of facilities to close them, annual net economic benefits, welfare weight, coverage standards of a 

facility, weights of demand points and service margins. 

NEH: Various parameters used in the area such as the penalty cost of not treating the patients, treatment cost 

per patient and operation cost are applicable to NEH facilities. A significant number of the papers use the number of 

hierarchies (if a hierarchical facility location model is implemented), shortest distance between facilities, minimum 

staff level, staffing per patient, share of demand flow between facilities, length of stay in any facility, working time 

of personnel, setup time per member of staff, the number of physicians and their capabilities, types of services, utility 

value of each potential site, weight of demand points, service loads in each period and service rate of any service 

unit. It seems there is a fairly comprehensive list of input parameters in the literature of NEH that can assist with the 

models developed by researchers in the future. 

TSI: Depending on the application, some special-purpose parameters are also used. Among them we can name 

traffic flow and time on roads, minimum demand for constructing a facility, weights of location sites, acceptable 
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service standard, confidence levels and the average travel speed on roads.  

 

4.2. Nature of the parameters 

The input parameters can be static, dynamic, deterministic, probabilistic/stochastic and fuzzy. Note that these 

classifications are not mutually exclusive. For example, the type of parameter can be static or dynamic; if the value 

of a static parameter is known then it can also be considered deterministic. Two reasons made us consider one column 

for probabilistic/ stochastic while these two terms are different: (i) Scarcity of papers in at least one of these areas in 

each application; (ii) moreover, many authors have used these terms interchangeably.  There is only one model with 

fuzzy parameters (i.e. SSE9); therefore, we did not consider any column for that in the table. 

The majority of papers in all USFL applications study static and deterministic categories with no apparent trend 

change during the period under study. Obviously, older papers mainly focused on deterministic and static parameters 

while recently, dynamic and stochastic input parameters are being considered more and more. The differentiation 

among various USFL applications in terms of the nature of the input parameters follows. 

WMS: Only recently have scholars tended to shift from static problems to dynamic versions in WMS which 

seems reasonable as it is more realistic. Regarding the nature of problems in WMS, more dynamic models as well as 

probabilistic/ stochastic models need to be formulated. However, there is still a large gap for dynamic and fuzzy 

problems which are expected to be considered more in future. In particular, dynamics of urban areas and uncertainty 

(e.g. in waste generated by households) are in line with the nature of WMS problems.  

LSD: We believe stochastic and dynamic models are more realistic but they may need historical data. For 

example, some disasters are low-probability-high-consequence events and there is a lack of sufficient historical data 

to satisfactorily fit a probability density function. 

SSE: The types of models focused on SSE are fairly diverse. Although the majority of the papers are static, a 

few dynamic models also exist. The number of papers with deterministic and probabilistic/ stochastic models is 

almost the same. We suggest dynamic and stochastic models be the focus of SSE research studies in the future. 

However, we do not believe using fuzzy formulations is appropriate for these problems because there is sufficient 

quantitative historical data about such problems so as to be able to determine and fit the appropriate probabilistic 

distributions.  

GSI: There are some probabilistic/ stochastic papers but there is no research on fuzzy environments. There is no 

paper with dynamic parameters. It seems GSI location models have been formulated roughly and simply. There are 

many gaps in this area. Perhaps not knowing enough about the benefits of location analysis and not paying enough 

attention to the economic benefits of such research have resulted in poor investment in collecting data and conducting 

such projects.  

NEH: There are a few NEH papers considering dynamic and probabilistic/stochastic aspects of the parameters. 

We do not recommend fuzzy parameters as there is sufficient quantitative historical data within health systems that 

can be exploited in modeling. However, if dynamic and seasonality aspects of this data are considered, then more 

precise models will be generated. The same logic applies to the randomness of some data. 

TSI: Recent TSI papers consider dynamic and probabilistic/ stochastic input parameters as well. This shows that 

models are becoming more realistic and are taking advantage of historical data. We believe this trend will be ongoing 

in the future and we will see fewer studies with solely static and deterministic parameters. However, fuzzy models 

will not be interesting in such unambiguous environments with sufficient quantitative data. 
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Table 3. Main input parameters for various applications of USFL models. 
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1987 [WMS1]                 

1998 [WMS2]                 

2001 [WMS3]                 

2004 [WMS4]                 

2007 

[WMS5]                 

[WMS6]                 

[WMS7]                 

2008 
[WMS8]                 

[WMS9]                 

2009 
[WMS10]                 

[WMS11]                 

2011 [WMS12]                 

2012 [WMS13]                ` 

2014 [WMS14]                

2015 [WMS15]                 

2017 
[WMS16]                 

[WMS17]                 

% WMS papers 82 6 88 18 53 24 35 71 41 53 29 0 0 0 47 

1992 [LSD1]                

2004 [LSD2]                

2007 

[LSD3]                

[LSD4]                

[LSD5]                

2009 [LSD6]                

2010 [LSD7]                

2011 [LSD8]                

2012 

[LSD9]                

[LSD10]                

[LSD11]                

2013 
[LSD12]                

[LSD13]                

2014 [LSD14]                

2015 
[LSD15]                

[LSD16]                

2016 

[LSD17]                

[LSD18]                

[LSD19]                

[LSD20]                

2017 
[LSD21]                

[LSD22]                

 % LSD papers 82 18 55 45 36 18 55 45 45 45 55 14 0 0 73 

1974 [SSE1]                

1978 [SSE2]                

1982 [SSE3]                

1996 [SSE4]                

1997 [SSE5]                

1998 [SSE6]                

2006 [SSE7]                

2007 
[SSE8]                

[SSE9]                

2008 

[SSE10]                

[SSE11]                

[SSE12]                

[SSE13]                

2009 
[SSE14]                

[SSE15]                

2010 [SSE16]                

2011 [SSE17]                

2013 [SSE18]                

 %SSE papers 83 22 39 61 6 50 50 17 61 44 44 0 22 22 72 
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1980 
[GSI1]                

[GSI2]                

1997 [GSI3]                

2000 [GSI4]                

2003 

[GSI5]                

[GSI6]                

[GSI7]                

[GSI8]                

[GSI9]                

2004 [GSI10]                

2006 [GSI11]                

2008 [GSI12]                

2009 
[GSI13]                

[GSI14]                

2010 [GSI15]                

2012 [GSI16]                

2016 

[GSI17]                

[GSI18]                

[GSI19]                

[GSI20]                

2017 
[GSI21]                

[GSI22]                

 %GSI papers 100 0 91 9 27 36 68 32 50 59 45 0 0 0 73 

1973 
[NEH1]                

[NEH2]                

1983 [NEH3]                

2002 [NEH4]                

2005 [NEH5]                

2006 [NEH6]                

2007 [NEH7]                

2010 [NEH8]                

2012 [NEH9]                

2013 [NEH10]                

2016 
[NEH11]                

[NEH12]                

% NEH papers 92 8 83 17 42 75 50 50 33 67 17 0 0 0 92 

1978 [TSI1]                

2002 [TSI2]                

2003 [TSI3]                

2003 [TSI4]                

2006 [TSI5]                

2007 [TSI6]                

2008 [TSI7]                

2009 [TSI8]                

2010 [TSI9]                

2011 [TSI10]                

2016 [TSI11]                

2016 [TSI12]                

2016 [TSI13]                

2016 [TSI14]                

2016 [TSI15]                

2017 

[TSI16]                

[TSI17]                

[TSI18]                

[TSI19]                

% TSI papers 95 5 79 32 26 42 63 26 63 58 53 0 0 0 53 

% TOTAL 89 10 72 31 31 38 55 39 50 54 43 3 4 4 67 

Note: There is only one paper ([SSE9]) that contains fuzzy 

parameters. In order to save space, we have not dedicated a column 

to fuzzy parameters for this paper 
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5. OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS 

In this section, according to Table 4, first we provide a description of the commonalities we observed in various 

applications of USFL models related to objective functions. Then, we highlight the observations that differentiate 

these applications. 

 

5.1. Common observations 

For most of the applications, the objective functions are economic or monetary and of the minimization type. In 

particular, cost minimization has consistently been considered over a long period of time. Specifically, the vast 

majority of the objective functions are of the minimization type for WMS, LSD and NEH, respectively. Some 

objective functions explicitly minimize cost components such as transportation of materials, startup/ opening/ 

installation operations and maintenance as well as the costs of unmet capacity. Many researchers divide the cost into 

fixed and variable costs and try to minimize the total annual operation costs or the total cost over a given time horizon. 

Even some other objective functions such as the minimization of travel distance/ weighted travel distance (as a proxy 

of accessibility) or the number of located facilities implicitly consider cost. When it comes to maximization-type 

objectives, maximization of coverage/ demand coverage (as another proxy for accessibility) as well as maximization 

of distance have been popular in various USFL applications. 

Distance, risk and response time can be considered as a proxy of social objective functions. While in applications 

such as SSE and GSI some social objectives and a few environmental ones have been considered, a lack of 

environmental (e.g. noise and pollution levels) and social (e.g. fairness, accessibility and equity) objective functions 

in most USFL applications is another common observation. Additionally, considering objectives to reflect the 

environmental impact can be another area to develop. Obviously, simultaneous optimization of several objective 

functions (e.g. economic, social and environmental) will require multi-objective decision making. The trend suggests 

that cost is the main economic factor and will continue to be important in the future. However, two other criteria, 

social and environmental impact, will be added to the current economic function in future WMS problems. In fact, 

any other adverse impact on people’s lives or nature needs to be somehow considered. For example, minimization of 

CO2 emissions will be vitally important. There are many gaps in this area. Perhaps an issue in including social and 

environmental objectives is quantifying them. Lessons learned from GSI papers can help researchers to extend such 

practices to the other USFL applications. Additionally, analyzing trade-offs among the three sustainability pillars can 

provide insights for policy makers. 

 

5.2. Application-specific objectives 

WMS: As expected, the maximization of objectives is not popular in WMS. The few maximization objectives 

specifically used in WMS are maximizing energy recovery and material recovery. WMS is the only application that 

explicitly considers social rejection/dissatisfaction as a social objective due to unpleasant nature of the problems in 

this area. Social opposition and dissatisfaction with facilities, minimizing risks and distance to demand points are 

also used in a few papers. Additionally, a few of the studies minimized some specific objectives such as 

greenhouse/global warming effects, final disposal to landfills and the number of people too close or too far from 

facilities.  

LSD: A few LSD papers consider the maximization-type objectives. In locating a facility to serve in case of 
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disaster, we may minimize maximum distance from a vulnerable location. Unlike many other USFL models that 

consider minisum or maxisum objectives, many LSD models focus on maximin or minimax objectives. The reason 

is that OR modelers are supposed to treat emergency and non-emergency facilities differently depending on their 

danger level to avoid people being affected. Other less popular minimization objectives include minimum number of 

staff needed and uncovered demand. The trend in considering these objectives has been consistent over time.  

SSE: Minimization and maximization objectives are considered fairly equally in the SSE studies. In particular, 

“maximizing demand covered” is the most popular objective function in SSE. The reason is that SSE facilities are 

usually managed by public/governmental organizations. In emergency situations, it is important to ensure that the 

majority of the districts (if not all) are fairly covered. The other objectives that are maximized are the reliability of 

service, preferences for locations and population with back up coverage. Back up coverage is an old strategy but still 

important. In fact, in back up coverage, more than one facility is assigned to serve an existing facility to make sure 

when the first one is occupied, the standby server can still serve in an emergency situation. The objectives of the 

minimization type try to minimize response time and number of facilities as well as distance. Unlike many other 

USFL applications, current objective functions cover social aspects well which is because of the nature of the SSE 

facilities; it seems that the future objective functions will be more or less in line with the current trend. Perhaps the 

only development could be to incorporate environmental aspects which have a lower priority in emergency situations. 

We suggest, in addition to the cost components common among all other USFL applications, the cost of not 

responding to a demand is considered in SSE models. 

GSI: In addition to the abovementioned common objective functions, minimization of population exposure to 

facilities, maximization of social welfare, minimum distance between facilities and minimum distance from 

population centers have also been used in this application. It seems that the objective functions used for GSI facilities 

are richer than in other areas because they not only have a wider variety but also explicitly consider social and 

environmental objectives. This is partially because of the wide range of facilities that fall within this category. 

However, it could be used as a template for other categories to show how to form social and environmental objectives. 

NEH: Note that hospital waste management is different from general or recyclable waste management (that we 

considered in WMS) relative to householders because hospital waste is dangerous due to the possibility of infection 

and disease outbreak. In particular, environmental pollution at hospitals is an interesting objective in line with 

sustainability pillars. Considering utility for planning region and user satisfaction is also a possible extension. 

TSI: Interestingly, unlike most of the previously analyzed categories, in TSI models maximization objective 

functions are more common than minimization. Covered demand, service access and distance (from noisy and 

polluted facilities like airports) are other objectives that are maximized. In addition to the abovementioned objectives, 

the other prevalent economic objective functions are minimization of response time and deadhead time. The other 

possibilities for extension could be maximizing the service level provided by the facilities.  
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Table 4. Objective functions for various applications of USFL models. 
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1987 [WMS1]                  

1998 [WMS2]*                

2001 [WMS3]                  

2004 [WMS4]*                 

2007 

[WMS5]*                 

[WMS6]*                 

[WMS7]                  

2008 
[WMS8]*                  

[WMS9]*                

2009 
[WMS10]                 

[WMS11]                  

2011 [WMS12]                  

2012 [WMS13]*                 

2014 [WMS14]                  

2015 [WMS15]                  

2017 
[WMS16]*                 

[WMS17]*                 

% WMS papers 0 6 100 29 18 0 18 0 0 6 

1992 [LSD1]               

2004 [LSD2]                

2007 

[LSD3]               

[LSD4]                

[LSD5]                

2009 [LSD6]*               

2010 [LSD7]                

2011 [LSD8]*               

2012 

[LSD9]                

[LSD10]                

[LSD11]                

2013 
[LSD12]                

[LSD13]                

2014 [LSD14]*               

2015 
[LSD15]                

[LSD16]                

2016 

[LSD17]                

[LSD18]                

[LSD19]                

[LSD20]                

2017 
[LSD21]                

[LSD22]                

%  LSD papers 5 36 45 0 0 0 18 14 5 0 

1974 [SSE1]           

1978 [SSE2]           

1982 [SSE3]           

1996 [SSE4]           

1997 [SSE5]           

1998 [SSE6]*           

2006 [SSE7]           

2007 
[SSE8]*           

[SSE9]*           

2008 

[SSE10]           

[SSE11]           

[SSE12]           

[SSE13]           

2009 
[SSE14]           

[SSE15]*                   

2010 [SSE16]                    

2011 [SSE17]                    

2013 [SSE18]                    

%  SSE papers 11 28 11 0 0 17 6 50 0 17 

1980 
[GSI1]*              

[GSI2]             

1997 [GSI3]            

Year Code 
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2000 [GSI4]            

2003 

[GSI5]*            

[GSI6]*            

[GSI7]            

[GSI8]            

[GSI9]             

2004 [GSI10]            

2006 [GSI11]*            

2008 [GSI12]            

2009 
[GSI13]            

[GSI14]*             

2010 [GSI15]            

2012 [GSI16]            

2016 

[GSI17]           

[GSI18]*            

[GSI19]*              

[GSI20]               

2017 
[GSI21]              

[GSI22]             

 % GSI papers 0 23 55 0 0 0 18 9 0 36 

1973 
[NEH1]                

[NEH2]                

1983 [NEH3]                

2002 [NEH4]                

2005 [NEH5]                

2006 [NEH6]                

2007 [NEH7]*               

2010 [NEH8]                

2012 [NEH9]                

2013 [NEH10]                

2016 
[NEH11]                

[NEH12]                

% NEH papers 8 50 8 0 0 0 17 8 0 17 

1978 [TSI1]           

2002 [TSI2]*           

2003 
[TSI3]           

[TSI4]*           

2006 [TSI5]           

2007 [TSI6]           

2008 [TSI7]*           

2009 [TSI8]            

2010 [TSI9]*           

2011 [TSI10]           

2016 

[TSI11]           

[TSI12]           

[TSI13]           

[TSI14]           

[TSI15]           

2017 

[TSI16]           

[TSI17]           

[TSI18]*           

[TSI19]           
%  TSI papers 0 0 26 0 0 11 21 37 11 37 

% TOTAL 4 23 43 5 3 5 16 20 3 19 

*The asterisk codes mark papers that consider more than one 

objective functions at the same time. The corresponding models 

are referred as either bi-objective or multi-objective. Some of 

these papers implicitly apply MODM (multi-objective decision-

making techniques) concepts by identifying Pareto solutions. 

Note that there are few other papers that have more than one 

objective function in row but their codes are not asterisk because 

they actually two or more single objective models with different 

objective functions. 
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6. MAIN CONSTRAINTS 

According to Table 5, in USFL applications, budget limit, capacity, coverage and assignment (e.g. locating only one 

facility on each node) are commonly applied and this is what we expect to observe in the future as well. Interestingly, 

the share of research studies with a budget limit constraint in public and governmental facilities (mainly in LSD and 

SSE) is higher than in private facilities. While in most of the categories we expect to see a wide range of constraints 

with a more or less equal share, in LSD problems budget constraints play a significantly more important role than 

the other constraints. This is because of the nature of LSD facilities which are (i) costly and (ii) managed by public 

or governmental organizations with strictly limited budgets. Note that, sometimes, a budget limit is implicitly 

imposed by replacing another constraint like a limitation on the number of facilities to be located.  

For public governmental facilities, full coverage of existing facilities is also a popular constraint. However, this 

is not the case for privately-owned facilities because private facilities do not have to serve all potential customers 

and partial coverage is also allowed. If there is any material flow between the existing and new facilities, balance 

equations (also called flow conservation constraint) are used; this is what we observe in WMS in particular. 

Otherwise, in the case of information and people flow, such constraints are not used. 

The other considered constraints are satisfying a minimum demand assigned to each facility in order to be 

opened, limitation on the amount of supply to be allocated, governmental regulations affecting response times and 

resource allocation, availability of resources (e.g. capacity in each period), limitation on average waiting times and 

queue length, rank of facilities, overlap between areas of service, allowing lost demand in each time period, service 

allocation, assignment restriction, number of facilities to be closed, travel distance, partial demand satisfaction and 

restriction on the possible number of self-assignment by type of service. 

As expected, some studies considered forbidden regions in their models because rules and regulations in some 

urban areas forbid locating facilities in specific areas. In particular, this is visible for obnoxious facilities like WMS. 

The traditional but very important facility location constraint of “barrier regions” is incorporated in only one of the 

studies (LSD). This is a gap in the research because in urban areas we may face many barriers. Note that forbidden 

facility locations fall within a category in restricted facility location problems. Other restrictions (in addition to 

forbidden) are (a) barriers and (b) congestion. This is a gap in the area that will be explained in the future research 

directions of this survey. In particular, we suggest further research on the continuous space models with barrier or 

forbidden regions (as the constraint) to be conducted. 

Last but not least, there are also some application-specific constraints as follows: (i) WMS: compatibility of 

treatment and technology, processing all the waste in the chain according to their types and required technologies 

and ensuring disposal of all waste generated at each source, (ii) SSE: maximum response time and workloads; (iii) 

GSI: revenue-cost constraint, (iv) NEH: avoiding the placement of different types of facilities in the same site, 

retention rate and mandatory staff level; (v) TSI: access to refueling stations and spatial and temporal constraints. It 

seems that constraints are well developed in TSI models reflecting important aspects of reality. However, they are 

still economic or technical rather than environmental or social constraints. While some social and environmental 

aspects were reflected as objectives, they can also be applied in the form of constraints. If the rules and regulations 

related to social and environmental aspects are strict, they need to be applied as constraints. Otherwise, (e.g. if they 

are voluntary or protreptic), they can be included in the objective function. 
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Table 5. Main constraints for various applications of USFL models. 
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1987 [WMS1]          

1998 [WMS2]          

2001 [WMS3]          

2004 [WMS4]          

2007 

[WMS5]          

[WMS6]          

[WMS7]          

2008 
[WMS8]          

[WMS9]          

2009 
[WMS10]          

[WMS11]          

2011 [WMS12]          

2012 [WMS13]          

2014 [WMS14]          

2015 [WMS15]*          

2017 
[WMS16]          

[WMS17]          

% WMS papers 35 71 41 12 0 0 0 0 53 

1992 [LSD1]          

2004 [LSD2]          

2007 

[LSD3]          

[LSD4]          

[LSD5]          

2009 [LSD6]          

2010 [LSD7]          

2011 [LSD8]          

2012 

[LSD9]          

[LSD10]          

[LSD11]          

2013 
[LSD12]          

[LSD13]          

2014 [LSD14]          

2015 
[LSD15]          

[LSD16]          

2016 

[LSD17]          

[LSD18]          

[LSD19]**          

[LSD20]          

2017 
[LSD21]          

[LSD22]          

%  LSD papers 0 45 55 0 14 18 36 0 68 

1974 [SSE1]          
1978 [SSE2]          

1982 [SSE3]          

1996 [SSE4]          

1997 [SSE5]          

1998 [SSE6]          

2006 [SSE7]          

2007 
[SSE8]          

[SSE9]***          

2008 

[SSE10]          

[SSE11]          

[SSE12]          

[SSE13]          

2009 
[SSE14]          

[SSE15]          

2010 [SSE16]          

2011 [SSE17]          

2013 [SSE18]          

% SSE papers 0 11 61 0 0 33 0 0 56 

1980 
[GSI1]          

[GSI2]          

1997 [GSI3]          

2000 [GSI4]          

2003 [GSI5]          

Year Code 
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[GSI6]          

[GSI7]          

[GSI8]          

[GSI9]          

2004 [GSI10]          

2006 [GSI11]          

2008 [GSI12]          

2009 
[GSI13]          

[GSI14]          

2010 [GSI15]          

2012 [GSI16]          

2016 

[GSI17]          

[GSI18]          

[GSI19]          

[GSI20]          

2017 
[GSI21]          

[GSI22]          

%  GSI papers 0 23 32 0 0 23 0 14 77 

1973 
[NEH1]          

[NEH2]       
   

1983 [NEH3]          

2002 [NEH4]          

2005 [NEH5]          

2006 [NEH6]          

2007 [NEH7]          

2010 [NEH8]          

2012 [NEH9]          

2013 [NEH10]          

2016 
[NEH11]          

[NEH12]          

% NEH papers 8 50 67 0 8 17 25 0 50 

1978 [TSI1]          

2002 [TSI2]          

2003 
[TSI3]          

[TSI4]         

2006 [TSI5]         

2007 [TSI6]          

2008 [TSI7]          

2009 [TSI8]          

2010 [TSI9]          

2011 [TSI10]          

2016 

[TSI11]          

[TSI12]          

[TSI13]          

[TSI14]          

[TSI15]          

2017 

[TSI16]          

[TSI17]          

[TSI18]          

[TSI19]          

%  TSI papers 0 26 42 0 0 0 47 0 63 

% TOTAL 6 36 48 2 4 15 18 3 63 

* Note: There is only one paper ([WMS15]) that contains 

the constraint of “Minimum demand to be served”. In order to 

save space, we have not dedicated a column to this constraint. 
** Note: There is only one paper ([LSD19]) that contains 

the constraint of “Barrier regions”. In order to save space, we 

have not dedicated a column to this constraint. 
*** Note: There is only one paper ([SSE9]) that contains 

the constraint of “forbidden regions”. In order to save space, 

we have not dedicated a column to this constraint. 
 

Moreover, we have embedded the related marks for the 

abovementioned papers in the “Other constraints” column. 
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7. MODELING AND SOLUTION APPROACHES 

In this section, first, we analyze the logic behind USFL modeling approaches. Then, we present a few sample models 

in the area. Finally, the solutions applied to solve these models are categorized. 

 

7.1. Modeling 

There are some basic models in the literature of facility location problems (interested readers may refer to Farahani 

& Hekmatfar (2009) to see those models). Among them, basic single facility location, basic multi-facility location 

and location-allocation models are originally defined on the continuous plane. Center, median and covering problems 

are originally developed in networks. Quadratic and also warehouse location models are defined in a discrete space. 

Some models are defined in mixed location spaces. For example, hub and hierarchical facility location models are 

normally defined in networks with discrete locations.  

Therefore, our main assumptions in Section 3 (i.e. location space and the number of facilities to be located) 

comprise some basic categorizations for USFL models. Almost all of the existing mathematical formulations are an 

extension of the original models or a mixture of them depending on the application. For example, a hub model can 

be a single hub or multiple-hub model depending on the number of facilities to be located and also the nature of 

service routes that must go via a hub facility. In the same way, we may define a hub facility location in a discrete 

space, on a network or both. Our general observations in modeling of USFL problems are as follows:  

 The vast majority of USFL models are in a discrete space and there are some models in networks. There are only 

a few models on a continuous plane.  

 The vast majority of the papers consider multiple facilities rather than a single facility. Therefore, the traditional 

single facility location model on the continuous plane is not very practical in USFL. 

 For most of the models, a warehouse facility location model is embedded because fixed costs of locating a facility 

and variable costs of transportation were basically introduced in this model.  

 When the constraints of dedicating an existing facility to exactly one (hard) or at least a newly located facility 

(soft) are applied (as explained in Section 6), the location-allocation concept is exploited in modeling.  

 When we deal with non-emergency facility location problems (e.g. NEH), the objective functions can be in the 

form of minisum or minimax as we see in Median problems.  

 When we would like to highlight the emergency aspect of location problems (e.g. in LSD and SSE), the objective 

functions are in the form of minimax or maximin as we see in the basic Center problems.  

 When governmental facilities are to be located (they are supposed to serve all existing facilities or people in an 

urban area), the model orientation can be similar to what we observe in a Set Covering model. If these facilities 

are private (i.e. they do not have to serve all people), the concept of the Maximal Covering model will be 

exploited.  

 Considering the nature of the application is critical in prescribing an appropriate model. For example, in NEH, 

many scholars use Hierarchical models because various types of hospitals and clinics in different geographical 

areas, providing a wide range of services, are linked hierarchically. 

 Last but not least, people in urban areas would like to be close to some facilities such as schools, shops and bus 

stops and be far from facilities like dumping sites. Therefore, a facility can be desirable or undesirable. Unlike 

desirable facilities, obnoxious facility location models (e.g. in WMS) are in a category that should maximize 
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distance from existing facilities. Of course, some facilities can be desirable and undesirable at the same time (e.g. 

airports). 

In this section, we present a few sample models to familiarize readers with the modeling of USFL problems. We 

present (1) a model in NEH which is a hierarchical model), (2) a model in LSD which is maximal covering, and (3) 

a model in GSI which is a P-median. 

 

A sample model in LSD: A maximal covering model formulation for determining the locations of medical 

supplies in large scale emergencies is proposed by Jia et al. (2007a). The model sets, indices and parameters are the 

following:  

hi = the population of demand point i,  

dij = the distance from site j to demand point i,  

p = the maximal number of facilities that can be placed. 

r = quality levels; r{1,…, q}.  

Decision variables of the model are xj =1 if a facility is located at site j; 0 if not and 𝑦𝑖
𝑟=1 if demand point i is 

covered at quality level r; 0 if not.  

The model parameters are as follows: 

𝐷𝑖
𝑟= the distance requirement for demand point i to be serviced at quality level r, 

𝑄𝑖
𝑟= the minimum number of facilities that must be allocated to demand point i so that i can be considered as covered 

at quality level r,  

wr = the importance weighting factor of the facilities that have quality level r and 𝑎𝑖𝑗
𝑟 = 1 if facility site j can cover 

demand point i at quality level r )i.e.,: 𝑑𝑖𝑗 ≤  𝐷𝑖
𝑟 (; 0 if not. 

The suggested model is presented as follows: 

𝑚𝑎𝑥  ∑ ∑ 𝑤𝑟ℎ𝑖𝑦𝑖
𝑟

𝑖𝑟                                                                                                                                   (1) 

s.t. 
  ∑ 𝑥𝑗𝑗 ≤ 𝑝                                                                                                                                              (2) 

 𝑥𝑗 = 0,1                            𝑗𝐽;                                                                                                          (3) 

∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑗  
𝑟 𝑥𝑗  ≥𝑗∈𝐽 𝑄𝑖

𝑟𝑦𝑖
𝑟;           𝑖𝐼,    𝑟 = 1, …  𝑞;                                                                                    (4) 

𝑦𝑖
𝑟ϵ{0,1};                               𝑖𝐼,    𝑟 = 1, …  𝑞.                                                                                  (5) 

Objective function (1) maximizes demand covered by sufficient quantity of facilities at different quality levels. It 

also incorporates the priority of facilities at each quality level. Constraints (2) and (3) ensure that, at most p facilities 

will be located in a set J of possible locations. Constraint (4) is used to represent that demand point i is considered 

covered in quality level r only in the case that more than a required quantity (𝑄𝑖
𝑟) of facilities are located within the 

corresponding distance constraint servicing it. Constraint (5) ensures integrality.  

 

A sample model in GSI: A capacitated P-median formulation with an assignment constraint is proposed by 

Teixeira & Antunes (2008). The model sets and indices are: 

I = set of demand centers {1, 2,…, n},  

J = set of sites {1, 2,..., m},  

hi = demand (number of users) at node iI,  

Pij= the subset of centers kI that are ‘‘near’’ the shortest path from i to j, and |Pij| is the cardinality of this set and Aij 

=the set of units kI that immediately precede unit i on a shortest path from district center j to unit i. 
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Decision variables of the model are xj= 1 if a facility is located at site j; 0 if not, and yij is the fraction of the 

demand from center iI that is served at site jJ.  

The model input parameters are as follows: 

cij = travel costs for serving all the demand from center i at site j (cij=hi.dij),  

dij= unit travel cost between center i and site j (or distance, if the unit cost is constant),  

bj= minimum capacity for a facility to be open at site j,  

Bj= maximum capacity for a facility to be open at site j,  

The suggested model is presented as follows: 

𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑ ∑ 𝑐𝑖𝑗 𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑗𝐽𝑖𝐼                                                                                                                        (6) 

s.t. 

∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑗
𝑛
𝑗=1 = 1;                              𝑖𝐼;                                                                                         (7) 

𝑦𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝑥𝑗;                                      𝑖𝐼, 𝑗𝐽;                                                                                  (8) 

∑ ℎ𝑖 𝑦𝑖𝑗 ≥  𝑏𝑗𝑖𝐼 𝑥𝑗;                   𝑗𝐽;                                                                                         (9) 

∑ ℎ𝑖 𝑦𝑖𝑗 ≤  𝐵𝑗𝑖𝐼 𝑥𝑗 ;                  𝑗𝐽;                                                                                         (10) 

∑  𝑦𝑖𝑘 ≥ 𝑘𝐽|𝑑𝑖𝑘≤𝑑𝑖𝑗
𝑥𝑗;              𝑖𝐼, 𝑗𝐽;                                                                                  (11) 

∑  𝑦𝑘𝑗 ≥ |𝑃𝑖𝑗|𝑘𝑃𝑖𝑗
𝑦𝑖𝑗;             𝑖𝐼, 𝑗𝐽;                                                                                  (12) 

𝑦𝑖𝑗 ≤ ∑ 𝑦𝑘𝑗𝑘∈𝐴𝑖𝑗
;                      𝑖𝐼, 𝑗𝐽;                                                                                  (13) 

𝑥𝑗ϵ{0,1};                                      𝑗𝐽                                                                                          (14) 

𝑦𝑖𝑗ϵ{0,1};                                     𝑖𝐼, 𝑗𝐽.                                                                                  (15) 

Objective function (6) minimizes the travel costs (a proxy for accessibility maximization). Constraint (7) ensures that 

all the centers have to be served. Constraint (8) states that centers can only be assigned to an open facility. Constraints 

(9) and (10) represent minimum and maximum capacity limitations respectively. Constraint (11) represents the 

closest assignment constraint and constraint (14) ensures single assignment constraint. Path assignment constraint is 

represented by constraint (12) and contiguity is enforced by constraint (13). Constraints (14) and (15) impose 

integrality constraints on decision variables. 

 

A sample model in NEH: A hierarchical model for locating senior citizen centers proposed by Johnson et al. 

(2005). The model sets and indices are as follows:  

I = set of demand nodes {1,2,…,n},  

J = set of potential facility locations {1,2, ...,m},  

K = set of facility service level categories {1, 2, ..., p},  

Decision variables of the model are  

xjk=1 if a facility of type k is located at site j; 0 if not and  

yijk= number of demands at node i for type k services that are assigned to a facility at candidate site j. 

The model input parameters are as follows: 

hik= total demand, for type k senior citizen center services at demand node i,  

eijk= upper bound on the number of demands at node i for type k services that may be provided at facility location j,  

fjk = fixed annual cost of locating a type k facility at candidate location j,  

vjk = variable per-client annual cost of locating a type k facility at candidate location j, G = total budget available for 

locating all facilities and bjk = capacity of type k facility at candidate location j. 

The suggested model is presented as follows: 
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𝑚𝑎𝑥  ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘
𝑝
𝑘=1

𝑚
𝑗=1

𝑛
𝑖=1                                                                                                              (16) 

s.t. 
𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘 ≤ ℎ𝑖𝑘 ∑ 𝑥𝑗ℎ;

𝑝
ℎ=𝑘                          𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘;                                                                    (17) 

∑ 𝑥𝑗𝑘
𝑝
𝑘=1 ≤ 1;                                      𝑗;                                                                            (18) 

∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘
𝑚
𝑗=1 ≤ ℎ𝑖𝑘 ;                                 𝑖, 𝑘;                                                                        (19) 

∑ ∑ (𝑓𝑗𝑘 . 𝑥𝑗𝑘
𝑝
𝑘=1

𝑚
𝑗=1 + 𝑣𝑗𝑘 ∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘) 𝑛

𝑖=1 ≤ G;                                                                     (20) 

∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘
𝑛
𝑖=1 ≤ 𝑏𝑗𝑘 ;                                𝑗, 𝑘;                                                                        (21) 

𝑥𝑗𝑘ϵ{0,1};                                            j, k;                                                                                   (22) 

0 ≤ 𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘  ≤ eijk    and integer;        i, j, k.                                                                                (23) 

Objective function (16) maximizes total demand for all types of services that are covered. Constraints (17) represent 

that demand in node i for type k cannot be provided by a type k facility unless a facility is sited at site j that provides 

type k or higher service. Constraints (18) state that only one facility of any service type can be sited at any potential 

location j. Constraints (19) ensure that the number of demand at node i for type k services that is covered by all 

facilities cannot be more than the total number of demand at node i for type k services. Constraint (20) enforces that 

the total fixed and variable costs of locating facilities cannot exceed the available budget. Constraints (21) state that 

the total demand for type k services that is assigned to potential location j cannot be more than the capacity 𝑏𝑖𝑘. 

Constraints (22) and (23) impose integrality and bounds on decision variables.  

 

7.2. Solution Approaches 

In this subsection, according to Table 6, we compare and contrast various USFL applications in terms of the type of 

solution techniques used. We have divided the solution approaches intro exact (e.g. dynamic programming, simplex 

and branch & bound), heuristic and meta-heuristics (e.g. genetic algorithm, tabu search and simulated annealing). 

Obviously, we cannot introduce a specific list for possible heuristic methods because they are fairly unstructured 

(while some terms such as 2-opt, 3-opt and greedy algorithms are used for some heuristic techniques, there is no 

comprehensive categorization for them). Some approaches like multi-objective decision making (MODM) 

techniques and game theory are considered as exact approaches if no specific solution technique has been provided 

in the related paper. In fact, we believe MODM techniques such as lexicographic and ε–constraint are not solution 

techniques as they only convert a multi-objective problem into a single objective equivalent; therefore, they are not 

considered as solution techniques. The same logic applies to the game theoretic approaches because this is a modeling 

approach where two or more decision makers are involved in a decision making problem. In the same way, in some 

papers, the authors model a problem in the form of a LP, MIP, IP and do not develop any solution technique. We 

also consider these papers as exact because after modeling, they solve a real-life problem using a commercial solver 

such as LINGO, CPLEX, LINDO and XPRESS. Usually an exact solver is embedded in these software products and 

that is why we put them in the exact approach category. 

 

Common observations 

Our observation shows that exact solution approaches have been consistently important in all applications. But the 

vast majority of the exact solution techniques used are based on either LP or discrete location spaces that result in 

MIP or IP models. Therefore, traditional exact techniques like branch and bound (B&B) and using software products 

have been common tools to tackle these problems. The main reasons that may make a modeler use heuristic or meta-

heuristic techniques are either difficulty in modeling a complicated problem or the size of the model. It seems that 
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the researchers did not have difficulty in solving large-size LP models. But when it comes to IP or MIP models, they 

can usually solve the problem in small sizes and possibly in medium sizes while in reality it is very likely we face 

large-size problems in USFL applications. 

 

Specific solution techniques 

WMS: Traditional techniques like branch and bound (B&B) and using software products such as MINOS, 

GAMS and CPLEX, have been common tools. But since these problems, particularly in a discrete space, can be 

computationally complex to solve, over the last decade heuristic solutions (with a special focus on Lagrangian 

relaxation (LR)) have been increasingly considered as a solution approach. However, it is surprising that meta-

heuristic techniques have not been considered as much as heuristic techniques. This is a gap from an OR perspective 

that can be further developed. 

LSD: Most of the LSD models are solved by using exact methods such as goal programing, dynamic 

programming and also with the help of software products such as MPSX, LINGO, CPLEX and GAMS. Researchers 

have used heuristics such as the sample average approximation (SAA) scheme, locate-allocate heuristic and LR. 

Some meta-heuristic methods such as Genetic Algorithms (GA) are also utilized. In recent years meta-heuristic 

techniques have become more popular but the growth in their use in LSD problems has been slow. On the other hand, 

the trend in using heuristic techniques is gradually decreasing. This seems reasonable because meta-heuristic 

techniques often yield better results than heuristic approaches. 

SSE: SSE facility location problems in urban areas are large size problems because the number of potential 

locations, existing facilities (e.g. residential areas) and new facilities (e.g. servers) to be located can represent large 

numbers. However, small and medium-sized problems can be solved optimally by using commercial software 

products. Table 6 shows that exact methods such as Lexicographic Linear Programming, Goal Programming, 

Simplex, B&B and commercial software products like LINDO and CPLEX have always been used in solving such 

problems. In contrast, for large-sized problems heuristic and meta-heuristic techniques are often employed. 

Particularly, the trend in using meta-heuristic techniques is increasing. We believe this trend in using these solution 

approaches will be continued in the future. LR, Greedy heuristics, Tabu Search (TS) and GA have been more popular 

than other heuristic and meta-heuristic techniques. 

GSI: Most GSI models are solved by exact methods such as B&B, Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) and Voronoi 

diagrams with software products such as CPLEX, LINGO, Microsoft Excel Solver, XPRESS Optimizer and NUOPT. 

These methods perform well in solving small and some medium-sized problems. This trend in GSI models is steady. 

For large-scale problems heuristic and meta-heuristic methods have been used. LR, Lagrangian/surrogate heuristics, 

heuristics based on two-dimension convolution and TS have been used in solving large-scale problems. 

NEH: Most of the models, especially small scale ones, are solved with exact methods such as zero-one 

compatible algorithms and branch-and-cut methods using commercial software such as LINGO, CPLEX and GAMS. 

Among the few heuristic and meta-heuristic methods used are 3-P median heuristics, LR, Pareto Ant Colony, vector 

evaluated GA, multi-objective GA and SA (some papers have used more than one meta-heuristic). 

TSI: While using exact methods has been popular in these problems until recently, over the last decade a 

significant number of studies have considered meta-heuristic techniques to solve these problems. It is surprising why 

heuristic techniques did not draw much attention. However, the popularity of meta-heuristic techniques shows that 
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while these problems are mainly modeled in discrete space, they are difficult to solve in terms of computational 

effort. Among the meta-heuristic methods, hybrid hypercube-GA and GA have been used. 

Table 6. Solution approaches for various applications of USFL models. 
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1987 [WMS1]    

1998 [WMS2]    

2001 [WMS3]    

2004 [WMS4]    

2007 

[WMS5]    

[WMS6]   

[WMS7]    

2008 
[WMS8]    

[WMS9]    

2009 
[WMS10]    

[WMS11]    

2011 [WMS12]    

2012 [WMS13]    

2014 [WMS14]    

2015 [WMS15]    

2017 
[WMS16]    

[WMS17]    

% WMS papers 76 24 6 

1992 [LSD1]    

2004 [LSD2]    

2007 

[LSD3]    

[LSD4]   

[LSD5]    

2009 [LSD6]    

2010 [LSD7]    

2011 [LSD8]    

2012 

[LSD9]    

[LSD10]    
[LSD11]    

2013 [LSD12]    
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[LSD13]    

2014 [LSD14]    

2015 
[LSD15]    

[LSD16]    

2016 

[LSD17]    

[LSD18]    

[LSD19]    

[LSD20]    

2017 
[LSD21]    

[LSD22]    

% LSD papers 59 45 5 

1974 [SSE1]      

1978 [SSE2]      

1982 [SSE3]      

1996 [SSE4]      

1997 [SSE5]     

1998 [SSE6]      

2006 [SSE7]      

2007 
[SSE8]      

[SSE9]     

2008 

[SSE10]     

[SSE11]      

[SSE12]     

[SSE13]     

2009 
[SSE14]      

[SSE15]      

2010 [SSE16]      

2011 [SSE17]     

2013 [SSE18]     

 % SSE papers 61 22 22 
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1980 
[GSI1]    

[GSI2]    

1997 [GSI3]    

2000 [GSI4]    

2003 

[GSI5]    

[GSI6]    

[GSI7]   

[GSI8]   

[GSI9]    

2004 [GSI10]    

2006 [GSI11]    

2008 [GSI12]    

2009 
[GSI13]    

[GSI14]    

2010 [GSI15]    

2012 [GSI16]    

2016 

[GSI17]    

[GSI18]    

[GSI19]    

[GSI20]    

2017 
[GSI21]    

[GSI22]    

% GSI papers 73 32 5 

1973 
[NEH1]    

[NEH2]    

1983 [NEH3]    

2002 [NEH4]    

2005 [NEH5]    

2006 [NEH6]    

2007 [NEH7]   

Year Code 
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2010 [NEH8]   

2012 [NEH9]    

2013 [NEH10]    

2016 
[NEH11]    

[NEH12]    

% NEH papers 83 25 17 

1978 [TSI1]      

2002 [TSI2]      

2003 
[TSI3]      

[TSI4]      

2006 [TSI5]      

2007 [TSI6]      

2008 [TSI7]      

2009 [TSI8]      

2010 [TSI9]      

2011 [TSI10]     

2016 

[TSI11]     

[TSI12]      

[TSI13]      

[TSI14]      

[TSI15]      

2017 

[TSI16]      

[TSI17]      

[TSI18]      

[TSI19]      

%  TSI papers 74 16 11 

% TOTAL 70 28 10 

 

8. APPLICATIONS 

In this section, we focus on real-life applications of the USFL models in our six basic applied categories. The type 

of the application and its location in the world are summarized in Table 7. Most of the categories have only been 

practiced in developed countries and few have been implemented in developing nations. However, in general, we try 

to be insightful in providing some general future research directions in each category before providing a more specific 

list of suggestions in the final section of the paper. 

WMS: Solid waste is the most popular research area in this category and Waste Electrical and Electronic 

Equipment (WEEE) is the one least focused on. Nowadays, drivers such as sustainability, pressure of regulations, 

social responsibility and consumers’ willingness make managing WEEE increasingly important. This area has 

already drawn some attention in terms of pricing and partnership, but obviously it is understudied when considering 

location aspects. This is a gap that can be further explored in the literature. Another observation is that the countries 

which have applied OR techniques to the location of WMS facilities in urban areas are mainly developed countries. 

Obviously, such a research subject can also be applicable to developing countries. This will be easy in the downstream 

part of the WMS supply chain starting from depots toward recycling, recovery and landfill sites. However, we suggest 

that the upstream part of this supply chain, which is households and shops, be included in this research as well. The 

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/weee/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/weee/index_en.htm
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issue is that in developing countries households may be less willing to contribute to the process of separating waste 

at the supply point. Encouraging them by considering some incentives in the models can result in practical insights 

and solutions.  

LSD: Locating shelters, pre-positioned stockpiles, medical supplies and sirens have already drawn attention. 

Among disasters it seems that earthquakes, floods and terrorist attacks have been studied while there are many other 

types of disasters which are neglected. Interested readers may refer to Gupta et al. (2016) to see a comprehensive list 

of disasters. When it comes to the location of case studies, except for an application in Turkey, it is mostly developed 

countries that have been studied while many recent deadly disasters have happened in developing countries that have 

not been studied. This is another important gap. 

SSE: The applications of SSEs in urban areas are limited to ambulance emergency medical services (EMS), fire 

stations and police patrols. When it comes to the type of emergency, it seems only “fire” has been explicitly 

considered as the most prevalent emergency in urban areas. In fact, these facilities can be divided into two groups: 

(1) moving vehicles (e.g. fire trucks and ambulances) and (2) fixed facilities (e.g. fire stations and hospitals). We 

study “hospitals” in another section titled “Non-emergency healthcare systems (NES)”. The reason is that in hospitals 

mainly only one department, named accident & emergency (A&E) is in charge of emergency situations in urban 

areas and the rest do not deal with them. Moreover, A&E is one of the departments in a hospital; A&Es are not 

considered independent facilities to be located. All applications have been focused on developed countries. This share 

is slightly different from what we observed in LSDs. The reason is that in terms of publicity and media coverage, 

LSDs are valued far above SSEs while in terms of incurred cost and the number of casualties and fatalities this may 

not be the case. 

GSI: GSI facility location research in urban areas is widely investigated not only in developed nations but also 

in developing countries. These facilities are owned by either private or public organizations. Some of these 

applications are for-profit facilities and some are not-for-profit facilities. We expect to see wider applications of this 

category in the future and particularly in the areas of retailing, hospitality (e.g. hotels), social work, media, 

communications, electricity, gas and water supply, game shops, restaurant chains, fuel stations, museums, zoos and 

botanical gardens. 

NEH: The majority of applications are in hospitals and particularly professional (e.g. organ transplant and breast 

cancer) and special-purpose hospitals. The applications are either on a single hospital level or over a network of 

hospitals. Hierarchical facility location problems have been widely used in modeling these problems in the network 

where the location of facilities in a multi-level network is determined so as to serve people at the lowest level of 

hierarchy both efficiently (cost objective) and effectively (service availability). In addition to fixed or mobile 

hospitals, other applications such as residential care and senior citizen centers are becoming popular.  

TSI: Surprisingly, only a limited number of nations have considered TSI facility location problems in urban 

areas. They are either large (e.g. the US, China and Australia) or small (e.g. Taiwan and Greece) countries. We 

believe this can be extended to other nations. The majority of the applications are related to the fixed entities of a 

land transportation system. Note that the fixed entities of a transportation system can be divided into (1) links (e.g. 

connecting roads) and (2) nodes (e.g. bus stops, garages, airports and charging stations etc.). Obviously, the majority 

of the papers study TSI facility location on nodes of transportation systems, which is realistic in urban areas. We 

believe this will also be the case for future research. 
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Table 7. Application of OR for various applications of USFL models. 

AREA CODE APPLICATION PLACE 
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[WMS1] Solid waste disposal - 

[WMS2] Disposal or treatment facilities - 

[WMS3] Hazardous waste facilities Albany, New York, US 

[WMS4] Landfill (as undesirable facilities) Prince George s County, Maryland, US 

[WMS5] Hazardous waste management Central Anatolia, Turkey 

[WMS6] Plants for the disposal of solid animal waste Andalusia, Spain 

[WMS7] Landfills and garbage transfer stations New Brunswick, Canada 

[WMS8] Waste disposal site for low-level (domestic and nontoxic industrial) waste Algarve, Portugal 

[WMS9] Municipal solid waste management (SWM) Central Macedonia, Greece 

[WMS10] Collection of End-of-Life Vehicles (ELV) Mexico 

[WMS11] Solid waste management Achaia, Greece 

[WMS12] 
Collection of Waste of Electric and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) 
(recovery network) 

Galicia, Spain 

[WMS13] Sorted waste containers (Waste management) Coimbra, Portugal 

[WMS14] Recycling of urban solid wastes 
Sorocaba + São Paulo, the State of São Paulo, 
Brazil 

[WMS15] Municipal solid waste New South Wales, Australia 

[WMS16] Municipal Solid waste Shanghai, China 

[WMS17] Solid waste Pathum Thani, Thailand 

* Giannikos (1998) and Khan (1987) have explicitly mentioned that their models are applicable to the area but they have not applied 
the models to any specific case study. 
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[LSD1] Emergency warning sirens Midwestern city, USA 

[LSD2] Siren system Dublin, Ohio, USA 

[LSD3] Rescue resource storehouses in flood Taipei City, Northern Taiwan 

[LSD4] Medical supplies  Los Angeles, California, USA 

[LSD5] Medical services Los Angeles, California, USA 

[LSD6] Point of dispensing (PoD) for public-health emergency Atlanta, Georgia USA 

[LSD7] General (e.g. for large-scale emergencies in a whole city) - 

[LSD8] Supply storage for treating earthquake Istanbul, Turkey 

[LSD9] Temporary depots for relief operations (in case of earthquake) Los Angeles County, USA 

[LSD10] Medicine delivery point (case of bioterrorist attack)  Los Angeles County, USA 

[LSD11] Distribution centers to provide a quick response time for disaster relief US 

[LSD12] Pick-up facilities in case of evacuation Mississippi, USA 

[LSD13] Urgent relief distribution centers (URDCs) in earthquake Taiwan 

[LSD14] Emergency service facilities after a disaster Istanbul, Turkey 

[LSD15] Emergency rescue centers Pudong District of Shanghai, China 

[LSD16] Antennas and emergency warning sirens Paradise Valley, Arizona Dublin, Ohio, USA 

[LSD17] 
Optimization of International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent 
Societies existing network 

Worldwide 

[LSD18] 
Facility location, transportation and fleet sizing decisions in emergency 
logistics 

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 

[LSD19] Relief item depots  Prince islands, Turkey 

[LSD20] 
Location and capacities of distribution centers in an earthquake prone 
region 

Los Angeles, USA 

[LSD21] Pre-positioning of relief items Istanbul, Turkey 

[LSD22] 
Distribution center locations, their corresponding service regions and 
ordering quantities 

Mississippi, USA 

* Huang et al. (2010) has explicitly mentioned that their models are applicable to the area but it has not applied the models to any 
specific case study. 
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[SSE1] Ambulance (EMS) District of Columbia, USA 

[SSE2] Emergency service USA 

[SSE3] Ambulance (EMS) Austin, Texas,USA 

[SSE4] Ambulances (i.e. site limited numbers of emergency vehicles) - 

[SSE5] Ambulance (EMS) Island of Montreal, Canada 

[SSE6] Fire station Dubai, the UAE 

[SSE7] Ambulance (EMS) Montreal, Canada 

[SSE8] Emergency services - 

[SSE9] Fire stations Derbyshire, UK 

[SSE10] Emergency vehicles to fire stations Singapore 

[SSE11] Emergency vehicle locations (ambulances) Edmonton, Alberta, Canada 

[SSE12] Ambulance (EMS) Edmonton, Alberta, Canada 

[SSE13] EMS - 

[SSE14] Emergency vehicles (e.g. ambulances) California, USA 

[SSE15] Ambulance (EMS) - 

[SSE16] Police patrol Dallas, Texas, USA 

[SSE17] Emergency response units + transit mobile repair units (TMRU) Athens, Greece 

[SSE18] Fire stations Toronto, Canada 
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AREA CODE APPLICATION PLACE 

* Araz et al. (2007), Hsia et al. (2009), Marianov & ReVelle (1996) and Rajagopalan et al. (2008) have explicitly mentioned that their 
models are applicable to the area but they have not applied the models to any specific case study. 
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[GSI1] Power plant siting Six-state region in the US 

[GSI2] Public facility (general) - 

[GSI3] Coffee buying centers Busoga, Uganda 

[GSI4] Postal service Switzerland 

[GSI5] Tenant-based subsidized housing  Cook county, Illinois, USA 

[GSI6] Power plants, chemical plants, waste dumps, airports or train stations - 

[GSI7] Multi-service facility (MSF) concept Edmonton, Alberta, Canada 

[GSI8] Bank branches Amherst, New York, USA 

[GSI9] Authentic network Yuanlin, Changhua, Taiwan 

[GSI10] Primary public schools Vitoria, Espírito Santo, Brazil 

[GSI11] Subsidized housing Cook County, Illinois, USA 

[GSI12] School network planning Coimbra, Portugal  

[GSI13] Banking automatic teller machines (ATMs) Khubar City, Saudi Arabia 

[GSI14] Digital subscriber line (DSL) services Fairfield County, Ohio, USA 

[GSI15] Shopping center  Adapazari City, Sakarya, Turkey 

[GSI16] 
Municipal services (e.g., issuance of licenses and permits, tax collection, 
and welfare services) 

Ataşehir, Istabul, Turkey 

[GSI17] Locating public service facilties  _ 

[GSI18] Expansion of municipalities' chains  Spain 

[GSI19] Locating vehicle inspection stations Fushun city, China 

[GSI20] Examining the effect of road network structures on facility locatios USA 

[GSI21] Selecting good show locations for a travelling entertainment troupe  Bavaria, Germany 

[GSI22] Rental byke location, allocation and routing the New Taipei City, Taiwan 

* Greenhut & Mai (1980) and Melachrinoudis & Xanthopulos (2003) have explicitly mentioned that their models are applicable to 
the area but they have not applied the models to any specific case study. 
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[NEH1] Healthcare facilities - 

[NEH2] Healthcare system - 

[NEH3] Various types of health facilities - 

[NEH4] Maternal and perinatal healthcare facilities  Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 

[NEH5] Senior centers Allegheny County, Pennsylvania 

[NEH6] Perinatal facilities Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 

[NEH7] Mobile healthcare facilities  Thiès region, Senegal 

[NEH8] Healthcare service USA 

[NEH9] Hospital South region of Portugal 

[NEH10] Organ transplant centers Belgium 

[NEH11] Healthcare service network Calabria, Italy 

[NEH12] Designing a network of medical screening facilities Dominican Republic 

* Calvo & Marks (1973), Love & Trebbi (1973) and Tien et al. (1983) have explicitly mentioned that their models are applicable to 
an area but they have not applied the models to any specific case study. 
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[TSI1] Bus garage  River City, Louisville, Kentucky, USA 

[TSI2] Airport (as an example) - 

[TSI3] Bus stop Brisbane, Australia 

[TSI4] Obnoxious (undesirable) facility  - 

[TSI5] Park-and-ride facilities (desirable) and recycling facilities (undesirable) Columbus, Ohio, USA 

[TSI6] Rail park-ride facilities - 

[TSI7] Park-and-ride Columbus, Ohio, USA 

[TSI8] Emergency vehicles  California, USA 

[TSI9] Passenger vehicle refueling stations Taiwan 

[TSI10] Transit mobile repair units (TMRU) + Emergency response units  Athens, Greece 

[TSI11] Electric taxi (ET) charging stations Shenzhen, China 

[TSI12] Charging facilities for plug-in electric vehicles   

[TSI13] Public electric vehicle (EV) charging stations  Beijing, China 

[TSI14] Extending refueling stations for alternative-fuel vehicles (AFVs)  Orlando, Florida, USA 

[TSI15] Electric vehicle charging network Toronto, Ontario, Canada 

[TSI16]  Planning alternative terminal location  Puri, Odisha, India 

[TSI17] Designing a geographical service region for car -sharing service providers San Diego, USA 

[TSI18] Food (halal meat) supply chain design London, UK 

[TSI19] Locating intermodal terminal (IMT) locations The state of NSW, Australia 

* The model of Farhan & Murray (2006) has two applications: (1) Park-and-ride facilities (a desirable facility) and recycling facilities 
(an undesirable facility). Therefore, this paper can be under either WMS or TSI. We put it in just one category in order to avoid 
duplication and keep balance between the numbers of papers in categories. 
** The application of the models in Geroliminis et al. (2009) and Geroliminis et al. (2011) is twofold. It can be either TSI category or 
SSE. We put it under TSI to keep balance between the numbers of papers in categories. 
*** Hamacher et al. (2002) and Horner & Groves (2007) have explicitly mentioned that their models are applicable to the area but 
they have not applied the models to any specific case study. 

 

9. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
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In this survey, USFL problems were investigated. Initially, without limiting the survey to specific journals, we 

considered those papers published in peer-reviewed journals where (1) specific applications of USFL models are 

included in real-life problems and (2) OR techniques are used as the main methodology in modeling or solving these 

problems. Later, we applied a quality testing criterion to shortlist the papers which are published in high-quality 

journals. Overall, 110 journal papers were shortlisted. We structured the paper from an OR perspective in terms of 

types of decisions, location space, main assumptions, input parameters, objective functions and constraints. Then, we 

suggested six clusters to categorize these papers since our investigation showed that the vast majority of the papers 

in the literature fall into only six categories. These categories are named WMS, LSD, SSE, GSI, NES and TSI. Each 

of the categories was analyzed critically in terms of applications, assumptions, decisions, input parameters, 

constraints, objective functions and solution techniques. Some gaps and trends have been observed and accordingly 

some suggestions for future research directions are explored for each of the six categories.  

We learned that the NEH area is more mature than the other studied areas in terms of location space because (1) 

the majority of the papers in the area consider multi-type facilities rather than single type, (2) most of the papers 

consider multi-facility models rather than a single facility, (3) discrete and network spaces have been widely studied, 

and (4) there is a fairly comprehensive list of input parameters in the literature of NEH that can assist with the models 

developed by researchers for other applications in the future. Perhaps the reason is that NEH facilities have a bigger 

impact both economically and socially when compared with most of the other areas. We believe this trend will 

continue in the future. In this section, we consolidate and integrate our observations and lessons learned for all of the 

categories and synthesize future research directions. 

1. Joint decisions integrated with location: We observed that in addition to making only locational decisions for 

USFL problems (which is a strategic decision), scholars make some other strategic, tactical and operational decisions 

jointly to achieve better results. Location-allocation and location-routing are the most popular joint decisions made 

for USFL problems. Obviously, this can be extended to other decisions such as fleet sizing, transportation, 

distribution and inventory. 

2. Realistic distance measures: In facility location problems, one of the most important inputs is the distance 

between new and existing facilities. In most of the current USFL studies, the distance is given with no explanation 

about how it is calculated. In the literature of facility location, in order to calculate distance, usually rectilinear (or 

Manhattan), Euclidean and squared Euclidean distances are considered. Each of these distance measures has its own 

application. There are many other distance measures such as Minkowski distance, Chebyshev distance (or infinity 

norm), aisle distance, block distance, gauge measures, Hilbert curve, Mahalanobis distance, Hamming distance, 

Levenshtein distance and Hausdorff distance which have not been tested to see whether they are more realistic in 

real-life USFL problems (interested readers may refer to Zarinbal (2009) to learn about these measures). Additionally, 

nowadays, technologies such as Maps (particularly Geographic Information Systems) and GPS navigators, unlike 

traditional distance measures, are able to readily obtain exact distances between two points. These tools may be 

exploited in future research studies.  

3. Sustainability: In order to have sustainable cities, aside from economic objectives, social and environmental 

factors must be considered. As a result, some objectives and constraints such as pollution, noise, fossil fuel crisis and 

costs of energy must be considered while planning for urban areas. We observed that although recently social and 

environmental functions (e.g. accessibility and noise pollution) have been increasingly considered in formulated 
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models, the majority of models still focus on economic objectives. Drivers such as regulations and consumer pressure 

make us consider sustainability in our models. Note that quantifying social and environmental aspects is more 

difficult than economic aspects. Another important point is that we should know when a social/environmental aspect 

needs to be included as an objective and when as a constraint. If there is a strict limit set by regulations or top 

managers of an organization, then it is a constraint; otherwise we should consider an objective function for that. 

When it comes to solving these models, there is a possibility that we have more than one objective function. This 

makes us exploit multi-objective decision making (MODM) techniques in analyzing and solving the model and see 

a trade-off among objectives (Farahani et al. 2010). 

4. Uncertainty of parameters: We observed that the majority of the studied USFL case studies assume that the 

input parameters are deterministic and do not change over time. This simplifying assumption makes problem 

modeling and finding solutions easier. Besides, sometimes we do not have sufficient historical data to monitor 

changes in the input parameters. However, we believe that in reality, input parameters not only may change but also 

might be random. In cases where we lack sufficient quantitative data we may use fuzzy theory concepts in our model 

formulations. On the other hand, if the inputs change over time we may use multi-period (dynamic) modeling. If we 

observe parameters follow a random distribution, we can consider stochastic modeling. 

5. Continuous space with restriction: In most case studies, researchers choose some potential points in urban 

areas and use discrete space modeling. They decide whether or not to locate a new facility in each of these potential 

locations. In other words, when using discrete location modeling we ignore many other feasible areas that can be 

considered as the location of new facilities. One possible approach is to include more feasible space on the continuous 

plane. Obviously, one may criticize this approach arguing that there are lots of restricted regions in urban areas and 

there is a possibility that the optimal solution falls in the restricted areas. In order to solve this issue, we may solve a 

facility location with restricted areas. Note that restricted areas can be divided into three groups that can be considered 

depending on the nature of the case under study: i) forbidden, ii) congested and iii) barrier. We cannot locate a facility 

within a forbidden region (e.g. national parks) but might pass through it (Amiri-Aref et al. 2016). A facility may not 

be located in a congested area (e.g. forests and lakes); while passing through it is permitted but is costly. A barrier 

region is where a facility cannot be located; additionally we cannot pass through it. These areas are unexplored in the 

context of USFL. 

6. Decision makers’ risk attitude: In an uncertain environment, various decision makers (DMs) may make 

different decisions depending on their risk attitudes. Considering the nature of the facility location problem, the 

decision maker can be risk averse, risk seeking or risk neutral. Rarely do USFL scholars consider the DM risk attitude. 

For emergency facilities, the DM is usually risk averse in order not to endanger people’s lives. In business oriented 

facilities (e.g. where the DM tends to maximize profit), he may take a risk seeking approach. Hence, the behavioral 

aspect of the DM is an important gap in USFL literature that can be further explored in the future.  

7. Dynamic models and relocations: A key input parameter in facility location problems (including USFL) is the 

weight of existing facilities. In USFL problems, the weight can be interpreted as the population of a district, demand 

of a region and the number of patients etc. Obviously, this weight is subject to change over time. For example, the 

population of a district may increase or decrease. Note that facility location is a strategic decision. Therefore, the 

time horizon could be up to decades and over such a long period these changes can be significant. In real-life problems 

there are two main strategies to take dynamics of weights into consideration: (1) if the located facility is very 
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expensive, we should consider a finite or infinite time horizon that comprises multiple periods. In each period, the 

weights change and we can determine the appropriate location for the new facility in a way to be optimum during the 

time horizon; (2) if the facility is not very expensive or it is mobile, we can relocate it; then we need to decide when 

during the time horizon and where the new facility should be relocated to. This area is fairly unexplored in USFL 

problems. Interested readers may refer to Boloori Arabani and Farahani (2012) to learn about facility location 

dynamics. 

8. Demand aggregation: In USFL problems we may deal with tens of thousands of “demand points” (DP) usually 

for individual private residences. A difficulty with modeling location models in urban or regional areas is that the 

number of DPs may be quite large, because each home, shop and retailer etc. might be a DP. Therefore, it may not 

be possible or practical (and also unnecessary) to include every DP in the model. For different problems such as 

location of bank branches, tax offices, network traffic flow and vehicle exhaust emission inspection stations, an 

aggregation approach is used. To do this, for example, you may suppose that every DP in each zone of the larger 

urban area is at the centroid of the zone. The result is a smaller model to solve, but with an intrinsic error. If we want 

to have aggregated models with a small number of aggregated demand points and also a small error, the question is 

how to aggregate the DPs. The question is how to trade off the benefits and the costs of aggregation. This area is 

fairly understudied in USFL literature. Interested readers may refer to Francis et al. (2015) to learn about the basics 

and concept of aggregation error for location models. 

9. Competition: When facing a business USFL problem, in which the private sector intends to maximize its profit, 

the new facility may compete with some similar facilities in the market run by other private owners. Therefore, 

cannibalization effects might appear, resulting in the loss of profit by the new facility. Therefore, the owner of the 

new facility may choose another location in order to stay away from the current rivals while still being attractive for 

customers in terms of accessibility. Competitive facility location models can make USFL problems more realistic 

(interested readers may refer to. Eiselt et al. (1993) and Drezner (2014) to read more about basics of these models). 

10. Location sharing: Sometimes instead of competing or looking for new locations, we may develop 

collaborations with some existing businesses to share locations. Usually, we choose businesses that have the same 

customer groups as ours but the product we offer should be different to avoid competition. For example, in order to 

reduce location costs, in some large cities (e.g. London) many DHL post office branches share a location with retail 

stores such as Ryman (British stationer and supplier of home and office essentials), STAPLES (American office 

supply retailing corporation) and WH Smith (British book seller). In fact, this is one of the concepts in supply chain 

management which is implemented by these companies in a USFL context. 

11. Reliability: Every located facility faces disruptions such as natural or man-made disasters. Therefore, located 

facilities must somehow rectify using excess inventory and redundant facilities. These types of problems can be 

called location-reliability problems. Snyder et al. (2006) divided these models into two major categories: design 

versus fortification. “Design” means locating new facilities when nothing exists in advance; i.e., we are facing a 

design from scratch problem. In “fortification” there is a current network and we want to improve it so that the 

network can resist disasters. In the current USFL literature, we saw few studies considering the concept or “backup 

coverage” in which there are some standby facilities to serve in case of disruption. This area needs more research in 

the future. 

12. Impact of IT: In today’s world we cannot ignore the impact of information technology (IT) on people’s lives. 
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In USFL problems this will also affect the location of facilities. For example, in the past supermarket chains used to 

disperse their retail branches across a city to make sure customers had access to at least one branch. This tended to 

increase their market share or profit. The reason was that customers used to visit shops on foot. Nowadays, there are 

at least two other shopping options to be added to traditional on-foot shopping: 1) On-line shopping and home 

delivery and 2) on-line shopping, click and collect. In other words, customers shop through the Internet; then the 

delivery can be at home or they can drive to the supermarket to collect the ready to pick up order. These options 

make the need for physical access to shops less than before. Therefore, in modeling location problems we need to 

consider how IT would affect physical access or travel. 

13. Solution approaches: Most of the USFL problems are formulated in discrete location space. These problems 

are proved to be computationally hard to solve. Therefore, heuristic and meta-heuristic techniques are designed to 

solve these models. We observed that meta-heuristic techniques are understudied in solving these problems. Some 

efforts have been made over recent years with a special focus on using GA, TS and SA. There are many other meta-

heuristic techniques that may help us reach better, near optimal solutions. USFL decisions are strategic; therefore, 

the main concern is not computational time but it is the objective function value. In fact, since USFL decisions are 

costly, even a 1% improvement in the objective function value can amount to significant savings. More refined 

metaheuristics or combinations of metaheuristics with exact methods (matheuristics) can be tested on USFL 

problems. 

14. Centralization versus decentralization: There is a close relationship between the number of facilities to be 

located and the capacity of each facility. For example, theoretically, locating only one service facility with a large 

capacity in an urban area (centralization) may be ideal in terms of total cost for the owner but it is not attractive in 

terms of accessibility for customers. On the other hand, locating many small-size facilities (decentralization) makes 

them easily accessible to customers but the investment cost is huge. Keeping the balance between the number of 

facilities and their capacities is an example of considering economic and social impacts. This area is another gap in 

the literature of USFL problems. 
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